Luminette® Privacy Sheers
Silhouette® Shadings
Pleated Blinds

Softshades

The world’s most admired
window coverings

Beauty is
in the details
Luxaflex® has been adding style and sophistication
to New Zealand windows since the 1950’s.
Our design heritage is founded on innovation for today
and tomorrow while taking care to celebrate the beauty
in the details. To us, form and function are synonymous.
Consistently pushing the boundaries, we are proud to be
the market-leaders in daylight regulation and solar heat
control solutions.
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Silhouette® Shadings

Luminette® Privacy Sheers

Luxaflex — Softshades
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Pleated Blinds
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Silhouette® Shadings
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Luminette® Privacy Sheers
Luminette® Privacy Sheers have Vertical Vanes of Translucent or Room
Darkening fabric that can be opened and closed to control privacy and diffuse
light. They can span large doors and windows, protect furnishings from fading
and adjust so that you can screen bright sun without obscuring the view.

Unique style

Luminette® Privacy Sheers are a Luxaflex® innovation - a beautiful blend
of light control and functionality. They are ideal for living rooms, as well as
bedrooms where total darkness isn’t required.

Vane size

The Luminette Privacy Sheers come in a classic 89mm for understated
elegance. They are ideal for doors or windows because the soft, curved
vertical shades can be easily opened, allowing instant access.

Preserve the view

You can have a soft-focus view when shades are drawn and vanes are open
and full view when shades are open. Sheer fabrics also disperse sunlight deep
into the room, reducing need for artificial lighting

Exciting fabric

Make your selection from many colours and textures, including neutrals,
earthy tones, linear patterns, linen textures and whites.
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Fabric Options
Translucent
Luminette® Privacy Sheers
made with translucent fabric
diffuse light to provide a soft
glow. When the vanes are
open, the view is still visible.

Room darkening
When room darkening fabric
is selected for Luminette®
Privacy Sheers, the vanes
can be closed to achieve
complete privacy.

Operating Systems
Travelling Wand/Combination Wand Cord
The combined Wand/Cord traverses the fabrics
through a cord operation. Twist the wand to rotate
the vanes. The Wand/Cord always stays in the same
position, unlike the Travelling Wand.

PowerView Automation
The latest innovation that fits perfectly with today’s
connected lifestyle. PowerView® Automation enables
intelligent, automation across our proprietary Softshade
window coverings with a simple press of a button, tap
of a mobile device or by scheduling Scenes that will
automatically activate throughout the day. Compatible
with Apple HomeKit.
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Silhouette® Shadings
Silhouette® Shadings have two layers of Translucent or Room Darkening
fabric separated by a series of floating, soft fabric vanes. When Vanes are
closed the shades provide privacy and up to 99% UV protection. When Vanes
are open the shades diffuse the light, giving the room a soft glow.

Something different

Silhouette® Shadings are a Luxaflex® invention that can give your home a special
point of difference. They’re especially well-suited to living and office areas.

Vane size

The 50mm size provides a classic, understated look. The 65mm and 75mm
sizes make a bolder design statement and add drama to any window.

Heat reflection

The white backing reduces heat transmission while you maintain a soft-focus
view when vanes are open.

Superior UV protection

All Silhouette® fabrics protect furnishings and artworks from UV fading
and damage. When closed they provide up to 99% UV protection.
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Fabric Options
Translucent
Silhouette® Shadings
made with translucent fabric
diffuse light to provide a soft
glow. When the vanes are
open, the view is still visible.

Room darkening
When room darkening fabric
is selected for Silhouette®
Shadings, the vanes can be
closed to achieve complete
privacy without total blockout.

Operating Systems

EasyRise Cord Loop
A continuous looped cord
that allows for adjustment of
the fabric vanes from open
to closed and anywhere
in between. The degree of
maximum vane closure varies
slightly from the top to the
bottom of the shade.
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Ultraglide®
Simply pull the cord towards
the centre and down in long
even strokes. As the cord is
pulled it works with a crank
inside the headrail to wind the
shade upwards in stages, while
the cord retracts to its original
position after each pull.

PowerView Automation
The latest innovation that
fits perfectly with today’s
connected lifestyle. PowerView®
Automation enables intelligent
automation with a simple press
of a button or tap of a mobile
device. Battery and DC adapter
options available. Compatible
with Apple HomeKit.
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Pleated Blinds
Made from special fabric that has a metallised backing for superior heat
reflectance, Luxaflex® Pleated Blinds give your windows a crisply tailored
look. You can select a semi-transparent, light-filtering or non-transparent
fabric, or combine two fabric choices for a Day-Night solution.

Contemporary Aesthetic

Horizontal pleats have a neatly tailored appearance that’s beautifully
compatible with residential and commercial contemporary architecture.

Configuration

As well as the standard up/down configuration, you can choose top-down/
bottom-up shades for greater control, or day-night shades that incorporate
a Semi-transparent for the day and Non-transparent for the night.

Superior Insulation

Fabric with a metallised backing helps to keep your home cool in summer by
reflecting the heat back out the window. Fabrics are vacuum bonded to ensure
a consistent external appearance.

Versatile

Pleated Blinds can be fitted to irregular windows, such as triangles, arches
and skylights. Three levels of fabric transparency allow you to choose the
best solution for each room.
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Fabric Options

Semi-transparent
Semi-transparent fabric
softly filters the light and
allows for view-through.
Adding a metallised backing
to Trevira CS or Polyester
fabric improves insulation
properties, helping to keep
your home warm in winter and
cool in summer.

Light-filtering
Light-filtering fabric screens
out harsh light whilst still
providing daytime privacy.
Made from a proprietary
fabric that has a metallised
backing for superior
insulation, Luxaflex® Pleated
Blinds give your windows a
crisply tailored look.

Non-transparent
Non-transparent fabric
provides privacy and increased
room darkening. When high
temperatures, intense light
levels and glare combine
to make rooms unbearable,
878 Non-transparent fabric
offers very high reflective and
insulation properties.

Operating Systems
Somfy® Automation
Hard-wired automation using
a 240V motor. Controlled
by a Wall Switch or Remote
Control. Headbox and frame
anodised aluminium.
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Standard Cord Lock
For a traditional look that
adapts to any window with
the cords neatly secured
by cleats.
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